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Abstract

A method is developed for estimating extreme rainfall rates from readily
available climatology in the form of the precipi!:ation index, the total annual rain-

fall divided by the number of days with rain. The method is expressed as an

equation that estimates the rain that will fall during any selected time interval
(duration of rainfall) with any desired frequency of occurrence (return period).

The technique as presented is applicable to the gecgraphic regions of intense

precipitation such as the moist tropics and subtropics.

To provide environmental critevia for the design of military equipment is

the objective of MIL-STD-210B. The equation was applied to this problem using

0.75 for the precipitation index as typifying the areas of most intense rainfall for

calculation of the following average intensities of rainfall in inches per hour that
would be exceeded with a probability of 10 percent.

Duration Estimated Duration of Exposure (years)
(hours) 2 5 10 25

1 4.04 4.68 5. 16 5.80
12 0.90 1.05 1.17 1.32

24 0.56 0.666 0.74 0.84
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Extremes of 1, 12, and 24 Hour Rain
for MIL-STD-210B

1. IN TRODITT°IIO.N

"Climatic Extremes for ivilitary Equipment" (MIL-STD-210B), a revision

of MIL-STD-210A, will prc'sent logical extremes of all meteorological elements

that could have an impact on the design of military equipment. Intense rainfall

can affect equipment by hampering or preventing operation while the rain is falling.

Accumulation of unusual amounts can cause irreversible damage, so that the equip-

ment is worthless for further operation after cessation of the rain. The latter,

termed withstanding extremes for design, is of concern in this study.

To withstand rainfall, equipment must be able to survive periods of intense

rainfall during expected dutations of exposure (EDE) in the field. The length of

the periods of intense rainfall that could be critical and the EDE will vary with

the equipment. Hence rainfall intensity data must be provided for various periods

of precipitation and EDEs. Military Standard 210B specifies duration of 1, 12,

and 24 hours and EDEs shall be 2, 5, 10, or 25 years, as considered approprate

for each item of equipment. For these periods, a calculated risk of failure of

10 percent in the most severe geographical area for each climatic element is

acceptable for "withstanding." Data on extreme annual precipitation are available

in the form of return periods. The approximate return periods that will give a

10 percent chance of occurrence within the specified planned life spans are!

(Received for publication 17 May 1973)
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EDE (years) 2 5 10 25

Return period (years) 2C 50 100 250

2. WkI.A

To determine values of rainfall for various durations, that is, 1, 12, and

24 hours for specific return period, extreme probability theory (Gumbel, 1958;

Gringorten, 1963) is used. Tabulation of annual extremes for the,:e duraLions for

many years are required. Although there are many stations throughout the w.%orld

where precipitation is measured, there are relatively few where amounts are

tabulatcd and published for time periods of less than 24 hours. In tropical

regions, where the most intense precipitation is to be expected and therefore of

greatest military interest, published data on annual extremes of rainfall are even

less available than for the highly industrialized mid-latitudes. In order to provide

climatological information on a world-wida basis, it is necessary to relate data

available on extreme rainfall for mid-latitudes to the usual meteorological obser-

vations for which a world-wide climatology is available.

Rainfall data suitable for establi3hing such a relationship are published in

1'SWB Technical Paper No. 25 (1955) which presents data for 200 stations in the

contiguous United States plus 1 station each in Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico.

Data are presented aa rainfall intensity-duration curves for return periods of

2, 5, 10, 25, 50, and 100 years by station. Duration ranges from 5 minutes to

24 hours. The curves ara based on the maximum rainfall for each year for each

duration. Curves for the return periods are spaced according to the Fisher-Tippet

type I (Gumbel) distribution. As an example of the form of data presentation, the

set of curves for Pensacola, Florida is reproduced in Figure 1. This is the

station with the most intense rainfall of the 203 available. Rainfall amounts were

extracted for all of the stations for a range of durations and return periods. The

durations and periods used ia tie analysis are shown in Table 1, which also con-

tains the average rainfall rates for Pensacola as extracted from Figure 1.

Similar intensity -duration curves are available for only a limited number of

locations outside of the United States, a few in areas of high rainfall. Included

in this study are: Hong Kong (Cheng and Kwok, 1966); Bombay (Patel and Vanjari,

1969); Nagasaki and Yokohama, Japan; Naha, Okinawa; Manila, San Fernando and

Olangapo, P. 1. (Paulhos, 1964).
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Pensacola, Florida
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Table 1. Rainfall Rates (in. /hour) Exceeded
at Pensacola, Florida

Return period (years)

Duration 2 10 50 100

5 nin 6. 9.4 11.9 13.0

15 min 4.5 6.3 8.1 9.2

30 mnin 3.2 4.9 6.3 7.0

I hr 2.2 3.6 4.6 5. 1

3 hr 1.1 1.9 2.5 2.8

6hr 0.68 1.2 1.6 1.7

12 hr 0.40 0.70 0.96 1.1

24 hr 0. 2 3  0.41 0.55 0.61

4



r ~Th I jectve of the analysis is to relate extr~vesre of 1, 1 2, and 24 lhour inin-

fall toclinatlu~al am at re ~de aailble Th siip~eat tiyi)Oiioms1 is

that tho greatest extremnea will occur in arss cif greatest total preri~piaticn.

Indeed there is a correlation between annuall piecipitution tota~l an( t he inttens.ity W'

cxtrme rainfall that is statist icallyx sig;nificant. The relationship L; of finiit ed

K ~practicced value, however, as the corr trels ns is not high, and tile stanida rd ec nor of

estimate of the regression equation is fai ni laIr ge, A more -opIiist iceat'( hypowisCis

is one, that would take anioun of the dis.trihut on of the avmiver: "Hy ilimmit "rer

ra infall . Tlh; i s ay bc achic%,-ýd h-kI osi ri t Te~r~ toe 1k1. 1 i; i i II ~'n S 15)0 1

obtained by dividing the annual precipitation by the iiumber of days on tii

precipitaton occurred. This paramieter hat; been desigmateCi a.- the precipitation

index (ID and the primary independent vs rlidl in the relationships that have been

developed. It is fairly high in correlation w idi ext reme intensities, and thle

reltionship has a standard error that, although larger than desirable, is spiall

enough to have practical value for estimated intensities.

Mthr predictors werc tried, alone arnd in nultipic regressions. Only thoseF ~irvol --ing the. frequelncy of thunderstorms and temperature y iciceti any- significant
results. Several variables wxere created to serve as indices of thunderstorm

activity, for example, number of days withi thunderstorms. nummht of days witi,

rahn. home varia bles improved the intens ity esmat rutes eonsiide iai am!d wu 10

statist -caly significant. H oweve r, thesie were abandtoned .% ithi great elCIietaiiee

owing to ani anticipated lack or avai-lability of tunderstrm cliittnoWy alid unifomity

of observat ions. *It wa i believed that therie would he :reasaiii i oFcli station.- pro0-

v~iding tiiunderaltors climatology would be scarce( and~ that wier data c' avail -

able, ts owould be djfferrencl s betwveen re ,ton-i ifilltii: -I imiatonloj, j~rr05cnlt d.

Specifically, trie ecunt of noiumber )f d,'y vs ith, Oiiiede'.trstu ý Wies as suspectt. -i he

* ~~~aut inns Mielt'ed it quite likely tha, thi sta 2t(whould not hatve tile .51 Sic nialliin

in ali regons of Tio wvorld.

T!.,o tenqp .. nturc liararictel' Found by I rial tr) 1)( Most uIsefull Was ar- ave.rs ,%!v

nUIaStLe of the annual tenipeliture range: the diiffelenice hil incat nmioitily telilers -

Lure in Fah ...i' cit degrces bet ecri the waimretst and Molldst mronths. trhis introimi-

etc r WT) %-ns caker as the secondtry indcpenutcnt vs'irkihlec
* ~Regression equations were established for eacti return pui'~d arid duistiol,

based on data from alt sta tions. A ft. of the-se equs tioý WViI e (ill (hi c
against seve rat of the stations with lmost intense ii*'ui phit aie the re seenirs to

be some slight tendenicy to underestimate these exticlue values. I ienc' it ',%its

decied to select a snmalle r sample of statH's withi hi gh racs of precipitation. Ill

the United States, these stat ions were bausted ae.r' tie cost, fRomi Sollthi (alrot ma
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southward on the Atlantic coast and all along the Gulf coast from Brownsville,

Texas to Key West, Florida. All previously listed stations outside of the United

States wzre included in this smaller sar.I, consisting of 27 stations.

ftugrcssion equations were established based on this sample. The correlations

were lower than for the regr,.cssions based on all stations but so was the standard

error of estimate. For this cmall sample, multiple regression was of no value;

the contribution to explained vat lance of the variable ,'T was not statistically sig-

nificant, nor was the standard error of estimate improved appreciably. Regressions

utilizing all stations were improved by the addition of dT as an independent variable

in all but 'he 12 and 24 hour durations. The standaro error of rates estimated from

these regressions was, however, larger than for estimates made from regressions
on (I) only, derived from the sample of 27 sfations. Since these 27 stations have

the most intense precipitation and provide the greater precision of estimate, the

model to be developed will be based on them.

The estimating equation to be ,-i:d is

R = A + BI , (I)

where R is the rain rate in inches per hour and I is the precipitation index in

inches per day of rainfall > 0.01 inch. Since there are 8 durations (D) and 4 return

periods (P), the equation can be rewritten with subscripts to denote the particular

duration aad rmurn period:

RDP ADP + BDPI . (Ia)

The 32 regression equations were determined by least squares and the co-

efficients are shown in Figures 2 and 3 on a sernilogarithmic scale. They appear

to increase linearly with the logarithm of P, the return period. This relationship

is expressed by

C.iD a.iD * b I In P (2)

where C is the coefficient, either A or B; for example, A A5  bA51lnP .

This model was fitted oy least squares to the 16 sets of values (2 coefficients

X 8 durations) with all fits being highly significant statistically. The lowest cor-

relation obtained was 0, 967 whic'. provided an F ratio that was significant at the

3 percent level. The valu-s of the coefficients OiD and biD are shown in Figure 4

on a log-log scale. There appears to be a quadratic relationship between the value

of a coefficient and D, the duration. This relationship is expressed by
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In K. j ,j * 3i InD + yj In 2 
D (3)

where K. is the coefficient a oiDr biD in Eq. t,, example, In a At ) A +

3A In D + •'A In2D

This model was fitted to the 4 sets of coefficients yielding the following four'

eqm•,tions, all with ccrrr'-.ions greater than 0. 99.

InA 1a .331:; 4 0.22135 In D - 0. 13889 In2) (4a)

In Ab -0.4(;243 0.33G;52 In D - 0.0916i2 In2D (4b)

In B 0. 58770 + 0. 15912 in D- 0.05524 In 2 D (4c)
a

In Bb 0.81299 - 0.62919 In D 4 0.02514 In 2D (4d)

Equations (1) and (2) can be combined into a general equation,

1c (A . Ab InP) + (13 BbnP)I, (3)

and the values of the coefficients A A B and 13 determined from E3s. (4).

Here I is used to designate the computed or estimated value of precipitation nsC

disting-uished from It, the observed value that was the input to the analysis.

I. V'\ %i.I VI'ION

.1 I I fcoi oif !m iliiih ig RIgreionr- i |(.wcfir'i ll,,

Ordinarily with least-squares regression, it is possible to make a slatement

of Lhe precision of the estimate yielded by the equation by presenting the standard

error of estimate. This can be done for the initial stage of 32 equations (I.

When equations (2) are determined, the ;tandard error obtained applies to the

estimated values of coefficients in equations (I), not to the values of It estimated

from those equations.

In turn, the use of Eq. (3) to obtain estimates of coefficients in Eq. (2) does

not give a measure of the precision of estimate for rainfall.

The only way to obtain a statement of the precision of estimating R from the

smoothed regression coefficients is by calculating the actual individual differences,

R-fe, between observed and estimated values for each station, duration, and return

period. These differences can be accumulated and compared to the standard error
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obtained from the basic regressions (Eq. 1). For purposes of this comparison,

the statistic to accumulate would be the root-mean-squar'e

RMS z[(RR)2./N 1 1/2

In error theory this is a statement of preci:Aon, a staLement of variation about a

zero mean with positive and negative deviations being eaual in number and mag-

nitude. The standard error of estimate in regression is an analogous statement

of variation about the regression curve, with posithve and negative deviations

being equal in number and magnitude. In this case, however, the deviations are

about a curve that is no longer the least-squai,3 regression so that positive and

negative deviations are no longer equal. In fact, there can be a net bias and the

mean of the deviations can be other than zero. One could compensate for this by

calculating the standard deviation a, a measure of the dispersion of the deviations

about their mean. However, this is not a measure o." the precision of the estimate.

In order to accomplish an evaluation, both the RMS and a values were cal-

culated, along with the mean deviation for each of the 32 combinations of duration

and return period. Those are presented along with the standard error of estimate

from the b. 1sic regressions (Eq. 1) in Table 2. Fortunately, the mean deviations

Table 2. Measures of Precision of Estimate

Standard Error (in. /hr) RAIS (in. /hr)
2 10 50 100 2 10 50 100

(years) (years)

5 mi 0.5337 0.75 lb 1.1711 1.3170 0.5:390 0.7532 1.1720 1. 317G
15 mi 0.3999 0.5467 0.7655 0.7741 0,4052 0. 5,'70 0. 767i 0.7771
30 mini 0.27:37 0.4415 0.5785 0.5794 0.2771 0.4443 0.5793 0.5839

1 hr 0. 1653 0.3032 0.4144 0.4385 0. 1661 0.3113 0.4150 0.4404
3hr )0.1359 0.1857 0.2680 0.3188 0.1378 0.1945 0.2706 0.3219
6 hr 0. 1018 0. 1458 0.2005 0.2268 0. 1G26 0. 1528 0.2G42 0.2304

12 hr 0.0739 0.1072 0.1567 0.1810 0.0740 0.1079 0.1568 0. 1810
24 hr 0.0493 0.0734 0.1070 0.1194 0.0505 0.0736 0.1078 0.1202

a (in. .hr) 'Mean (in. ;'hr)
5 min 0.5340 0.7517 1. 1711 1.3173 -0.0732 0.0475 -0.0459 0.0278

15 min 0.4004 0.5469 0.7664 0.7741 -0.0625 -0.0088 0.0332 -0.0679
30 min 0.2739 0.4432 0.5786 0.5796 -0.0420 0.0312 -0.0279 -0.0704

1 hr 0.1656 0.3055 0.4149 0.4394 0.0133 0.0601 -0.0097 -0.0291
3 hr 0. 1367 0. 1858 0.2680 0.3204 0.0175 0.0574 0.0374 0.0305
6 hr 0. 1024 0. 1466 0.2008 0.2270 0. 00'35 0.0431 0. 037 a 0.0389

12 hr 0.0739 0. 1073 0. 1568 0. 1810 -0.0047 0.0120 -0.0012 0.0012
24 hr 0.0493 0.0735 0.1071 0. 1195 -0.0108 -0.0016 -0.0129 -0.0135 1

"' Standard Error of basic regressions [Eq. (1)]; other measures calculated
from deviations (R-11c) between actual values and estimates from equations with
smoothed coefficients for 27 statior, subset.

* I
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from the equations with timoothed coefficien~ts are smns..f so that there is little dif-

ference botweer the valies of a ~..nd RMS. In fact, the RMS is only slightly larger

than the standard error of estimate of the basic regretaions. Hence it to concluded

that the calculation of 'recipitation rates based on Eqa. (4) and (5) is a valid pro-

cedure.

1.2 Ff;1rei of Limiting Sample. Size.

If the complete set of 211 stations is used to determrine the regression equations,
the variable dT contributes significantly t,. the explained variance. 'Ihe subset or

27 stations indicated that dT did not contribute sig-iI~cantly. Thus there are two,

plausible apip.-oaches3 t-) us~ing the information from the full data set in estimating

extreme precipitation rates: A simple relationsh'p to precipitation index (1) or a

multiple relatiuoiship teo both I and dT. Both sets of equations were used and the

deviations (n-R cibetween the observed and computed values for the 27 stationa

subset w~re compiled Into RMS statistics which are presentedi in Table 3. Nearly

all of the values in Table 3 are appreciably larger than the RMS values based on

equations derived from the subset as shown in Table 2. Hience it is concluded that

limiting the analysis to the 27 stations with extreme precipitation rates is profit-

able.

Table 3. RNMS Deviation (R-Rc) Between Actual and Estimated Values for 27 Station
Subset based on Equation-, With Smoothed Coc;fficients Derived From All Satlons

H lonly I and d

5min 1.3227 1. 1266 1. 60 8 1.5016 1.2770 1.5691 1.9147 2!.0834

15min 0.8563 0.9670 1.1JJJ51 1.1458 I1.0474 1.3991 1.7540 1.8541

3 3' min .0.6340 0.8330 0.9471 0.9779 j0.7860 1.1575 1.4383 1.5231

1 hr 0.4232 0.6541 0.790.9 0.8552 0.5432 0.8593 1.0753 1. 1706

3 hr 0.2024 0.3822 0. 293 0,5862 0.2410 0.4426 0.6082 0.6712

6 hr 0.1292 0.2484 0.3583 0.4084 0.1354 0.2703 0.3951 0.4520

12 hr 0.0893 0. 1632 0.2346 0.2702 0.0824 0. 1600O 0.2401 0.2794

24 hr 0.0643 0,1166 0. l60F 0.1813 0.0599 0.0921 0.1227 0.1363
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5. AP PIIC4'rION

5.1 Precision of Estimate

"Whatever the application, a knowledge of the precisiun of the estimate may be

desired. This may be obtained from the RMS section of Table 2. the usual inter-
pretation of the RMS statistic is based on the assumption of a normal frequency dis-

tribution with zero mean. The frequency distributions of the deviations (R-H1)

were checked for skewness and kurtosis. A few of the 32 sets were nearly normal

but most departed from normal but not by great amounts. There was no pattern

for the departures. It is probable thal no great error would be made in accepting

the usual interpretation of the sta~istic; that is, that the true value of R lies in the

range Rc ± RMS with a probability of 63 percent.

When the regression equations are extended beyond the range of the data,

either in duration or return period, Table 2 will not provide an estimate o' the RNMS

deviation. The values listed in Table 2 show an o-derly progression as did the

coefficients in the regression equations. The RMS values are linearly related to

the logarithms of the return period as can be seen in Figure 5. The relationship

is expressed by

RMS A + B In P (6)

o *12-

10-

Figure 5. RMS Deviation (R-Rc)
"Between Actual and Cormputed Precipita-

V) tioni Rates foi Sample o' 27 Stations

2 0 0 o00
Return Period tycors)
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which was fitted by least squares and the behavior of the coefficients A ani B

examined. A linear relation appears in Figure 6 where A and B are plotted

against duration on a log-log scale. Least-squares regression yielded the follow-

ing expressions for A and B in Eq. 6:

In A = -0. 14536 - 0.42516 InD (7a)

In B z -1.06942 - 0. 39679 lnD (7b)

5.2 lili-tur Stundard 21OR

To obtain values of R for MIL-S T D-210B using Eqs. 4 and 5, a value must

be assicpned to the precipitatinn index (1). This should be representative of the

most severe geographical area. The areas with most intense rainfall are found

in Africa on the Gold Coast, in South America in Columbia and in the Philippines,

Indonesia, South East Asia and India. The annual. precipitation index was cal-

culated for a number of stations in the Asian region which has the largest area

of intense rainfall. A few stations have an index greater than 1 inch per rain
day of 0.01 inch or more, but these are relatively rare and isolated. Most of

Southeast Asia, India, Indonesia and the Philippines have an index greater than

0. 5 in. per day. A number of stations in Burma and Southeast Asia yielded

index values above 0. 75 in. per day and formed coherent regional patterns. This

index value appearei4 to be representative of areas of greatest rainfall intensity
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without being of such unusual occurrence as to produce an unrealistically stringent
design criterion that would cause excessive overdesign of equipment. Hence

I = 0. 75 was selected for input into Eqs. 4 and 5 for calculating values of intense

rainfall for MIL-STD-210B.

For the purposes of MIL-STD-210B the durations of interest are 1, 12 and

24 hours and the return periods, as stated previously are 20, 50, 100 and 250 year

The coefficients obtained from Eqs. 4 and 2 are given in Table 4.

Table 4. Coefficients for Calculating Rain Rates for MIL-STD-210B

Duration (hours)

Coefficient 1 12 24

A(a) 0.9132 0.0398 0.0122

A(b) 0.5113 0.0959 0.0488

B(a) 1.3678 0.4693 0.3083

B(b) 0.2514 0.0966 0.0778

20 yr A 2.4450 0.3272 0. 1585
B 2. 1209 0.7588 0.5413

50 yr A 2.9135 0.4151 0.2033
B 2.3512 0.8473 0.6125

100yrA 3.2679 0.4815 0.2371
B 2. 5255 0. 9143 0. 6664

250 yr A 3.7364 0.5694 0.2819

B 2. 7559 1.0028 0. 7377

5.3 I)efinition of I'rcipilation Index

The precipitation index (1) has been defined as the total annual pracipitation

in inches divided by the number of days with 0. 01 inch of precipitation. This

was chosen because the climatological records for almost all of the stations

used in this study contained the parameters in these units. There is no problem

in converting total annual rainfall from millimeters to inches. Unfortunat.ely,

not all nations define a day with precipitation in the same manner. Some

count days with 1 mm or 0. 1 mm or 1/10th inch. When these are encountered

it is necessary to convert to the number of days with 0.01 inch in order to cal-

culate the index for use in Eq. (5). Conrad and Pollak (1950) present a technique

for doing this by calculating the probabilities p 0 . pl P2, ..., pi of days with

0, 1, 2, ... i units of rainfall. Thi•i is described by

i +i 1 (i-1) d
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and

1
0 (l0d)h/d

where h RR/N, RR is the total rainfall for the period in the units specified and

N is the total number of days involved. This would be 365. 25 when dealing with a
yearly average record. Thus h is a fictitious average rainfall for one day. The

variable d represents the degree of dependence of one rainfall event on another.

It must be determined from the ri, 'd which will give the count n, of the number of
days with rainfall equal to or gr, -,han I units. Then (N-ni)/N is the probability

of less than i units of rain occurri..,,. This probability is also given by
i

Z p1 . Trial values of d are assumed, Ep1 is calculated and compared to (N-ni)/N
0
until a valuc of d is found that equates the two estimates. Note that the units in-

volved are not millimeters or inches. When convertinr' from days with 0. 1 in. or
more of rainfall, one finds that the unit is 0.01 in., i 1 10 and an annual total of

23.41 inches is 2341.

6. SUMMARY

6. I Method

A method of estimating extreme rainfall amounts likely to occur during a
specified time interval D with a return period P from widely available climatological

data has been developed. The climatological input is the precipitation index (1)

obtained by dividing the total annual rainfall in inches by the number of days with
0.01 inch or more of rain. The method is described by the aollowing equations
where IR is the estimated rainfall:

R A+-BI

A +Ab In P
B +Bb In P

B Ba

In A z 1.33123 + 0.2215 In D - 0,13889 In 2 Da

In Ab = -0.46243 + 0.33652 In D - 0. 09462 In2D

In B = 0,58770 - 0. 15912 In D - 0. 05524 in' Da

In B b = 0.81299 - 0.62919 In D+ 0.02514 In2 D

The standard error of estimate (RMS) of R from the foregoing equations

may be aporoximated by

I • "--~
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RMS a + 1In P

where

Ina -0. 145 36 - 0.42516 in D

In 1 * -1. 06942 - 0.39679 In D

The model is restricted in applicability to areas of intense rainfall such as

the tropics.

6.2 Application

For MIL-STD-210B a p:recipitation index value of 0. 75 was used to calculate
the following average intcnsities of rainfall in inches per hour that would be

exceeded with a probability of 10 percent:

Duration Estimated Duration of Exposure (years)
(hours) 2 5 10 25

1 4.04 4.68 5.16 5.80

12 0.90 1.05 1.17 1.32

24 0.36 0.66 0.74 0.84

- II '•-

.. •. -- • - = .. .
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Appendix

List of Stations in Smuple

Station Index Station Index

Apal.achicola, Fla. 0. 530 Nagasaki, Japan 0.463

Austin, Tex. 0.402 Naha, Okinawa 0.499

Bombay, India 0.711 New Orleans, La. 0. 534

Brownsville, Tex. 0.377 Olangapo, P.I. 1.222

Charleston, S.C. 0.427 Pensacola, Fla. 0.566

Del Rio, Tex. 0.300 Port Arthur, Tex. 0. 510

Galveston, Tex. 0.498 San Antonio, Tex. 0.362

Hong Kong 0.597 San Fernando, P.1. 0.853

Houston, Tex. 0.'450 San Juan, P.R. 0.307

Jacksonville, Fla. 0.464 Savannah, Ga. 0.453

Key West, Fla. 0.357 Tamna, rla. 0.460

Manila, P. I. 0. 560 Thomasville, Ga. 0.440

Miami, Fla. 0.474 Yokohama, Japan 0.408

Mobile Ala. 0.549


